Performance is central to processes management and event data provides the most objective source for analyzing and improving performance. Current process mining techniques give only limited insights into performance by aggregating all event data for each process step. In this paper, we investigate process performance of all process behaviors without prior aggregation. We propose the performance spectrum as a simple model that maps all observed flows between two process steps together regarding their performance over time. Visualizing the performance spectrum of event logs reveals a large variety of very distinct patterns of process performance and performance variability that have not been described before. We provide a taxonomy for these patterns and a comprehensive overview of elementary and composite performance patterns observed on several real-life event logs from business processes and logistics. We report on a case study where performance patterns were central to identify systemic, but not globally visible process problems.
Introduction
Performance analysis is an important element in process management relying on precise knowledge about actual process behavior and performance to enable improvements [11] . Descriptive performance analysis has been intensively studied within process mining, typically by annotating discovered or hand-made models with time-related information from event logs [3, 2, 1, 23] as illustrated in Fig. 1(left) . These descriptive models provide aggregate measures for performance over the entire data such as average or maximum waiting times between two process steps. Models for predicting waiting times until the next step or remaining case duration learned from event data distinguish different performance classes or distribution functions based on case properties [4, 5, 12, 15] .
However, these techniques assume the timed-related observations to be taken from stationary processes that are executed in isolation, i.e., that distribution functions describing performance of a case do not change over time and do not depend on other cases. These assumptions are often made by a lack of a more precise understanding of the (changes in) process performance across cases and over time.
In this paper, we consider the problem of descriptive analytics of process behavior and performance over time. In particular, we aim to provide a comprehensive description of raw process behavior without enforcing prior aggregation of data. Note that Fig. 1 (left) only shows aggregates performance and no temporal patterns or changes over time. The objective of this comprehensive description is to identify patterns, trends, and properties of interest without the representational bias of an algorithm or a particular formal model.
We approach the problem through visual analytics which employs structuring of data in a particular form that, when visualized, allows offloading the actual data processing to the human visual system [7] to identify patterns of interest for subsequent analysis. We propose a new simple model for event data, called the performance spectrum and a corresponding visualization. Figure 1(right) shows the performance spectrum of the data used to the discover the model in Fig. 1(left) over a 20month period. The performance spectrum describes the event data in terms of segments, i.e., pairs of related process steps; the performance of each segment is measured and plotted for any occurrences of this segment over time and can be classified, e.g., regarding the overall population.
The visualization in Fig. 1(right) shows that different cases perform very differently due to systematic and unsystematic variability of performance in the different steps over time and synchronization of multiple cases. We implemented this visualization in an interactive exploration tool (ProM package "Performance Spectrum") allowing for zooming, filtering, and performance classification and aggregation of the data.
Exploring the performance spectrum of real-life logs typically reveals numerous, novel patterns in process performance and behavior as shown in Fig. 1(right) that cannot be seen in process models as in Fig. 1(left) . To enable documenting and conceptualizing these patterns for further analysis, we propose a taxonomy for describing elementary patterns in the performance spectrum. We evaluated the performance spectrum and the taxonomy on 12 real-life logs of business and logistics processes. Numerous elementary patterns as well as larger patterns composed of elementary ones recur throughout different event logs. We show how these patterns reveal novel insights into the interplay of controlflow, resource, and time perspective of processes. The performance spectrum of real-life logs reveals that performance in a case may be dependent on the performance of other cases, performance generally varies over time (non-stationary), and many processes exhibit temporary or permanent concept drift. We report on a case study performed with Vanderlande Industries to identify control-flow problems in very large logistics processes. Further, we found that each process has a characteristic signature of the patterns in its performance spectrum and that similar signatures indicate extremely similar processes not only in control-flow but also in the performance perspective.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We discuss work related to performance analysis in Sect. 2. We formally define the performance spectrum in Section 3 and introduce the taxonomy for patterns in the performance spectrum in Sect. 4. We report on our evaluation on real-life event logs in Sect. 5 and discuss our findings and future work in Sect. 6.
Related Work
Analysis of process performance from event data can be divided into descriptive, predictive, and visual analysis, which we summarize here; see [12] for an extensive discussion.
Commonly, process performance is described by enhancing a given or discovered process model with information about durations of activities (nodes in a model) or waiting times between activities (edges in a model) [1] . In the visualization, each node and edge can be annotated with one aggregate performance measure (avg., sum, min, max) for all cases passing through this node or edge, as illustrated in Fig. 1(left) . Visualization of performance on a model is more accurate if the discovery algorithm takes the underlying performance information into account [8, 18] . A non-fitting log can be aligned to a model to visualize performance [2] . More detailed visualization of performance requires more dimensions. Wynn et al. [23] plot different process variants (with different performance) into a 3-dimensional space "above" the process model. Transition system discovery allows to split occurrences of an activity based on its context and visualize performance each context separately [3] .
Performance prediction for the remaining time until completion of a given case can be predicted by regression models [5] , by annotating transition system states with remaining times [4] , by learning a clustering of transition system states [6] , by combining models for prediction of the next activity in a case with regression models [12] . Completion time of the next activity can be predicted by training an LSTM neural network [22] , or by learning process models with arbitrary probability density functions for time delays through non-parametric regression from event logs [14] that can also be used for learning simulation models to predict performance [17, 15] . These models predict performance of a single case based on case-specific features. Performance of cases synchronizing on shared resources can be analyzed through simulation models [16] or from queuing models [19] learned from event logs. Synchronization in batch activities can be studied through queue models [13] , or through aggregating event logs into a matrix [10] .
The above techniques assume that probability densities for time delays are stationary for the whole process (do not change over time) or only depend on the individual case (isolation between cases). Techniques for describing the performance of all cases construct simpler models through stronger aggregation [3] . Also, the recent temporal network representation abstracts non-stationary changes in performance over time [18] . Techniques for predicting performance of a single case construct more complex models for higher precision, e.g., [22] ; precision increases further when more assumption are dropped, e.g., different distribution functions [15] , queues [19] , non-stationarity [12] . No current model learning technique can describe process performance without making assumptions about the data. However, the results of this paper show that in particular stationarity and isolation of cases do not hold in the performance perspective.
Assumptions and representational bias of models can be avoided through visualization and visual analytics [7] . Dotted Chart [21] plots all events per case (y-axis) over time (x-axis) allowing to observe arrival rates and seasonal patterns over time. Story graphs [20] plot a case as poly-line in a plane of event types (y-axis) and time (x-axis) allowing to observe patterns of similar cases wrt. behavior and performance over time but convolutes quickly with many crossing lines.
In Sect. 3 we propose a model and visualization that avoids the problems of [20] in describing the performance of each process step without assumptions about the data (except having a log of discrete events). The visualization shall reveal where a process violates typical assumption about performance such as non-stationarity or cases influencing each other; we provide a taxonomy to describe these phenomena in Sect. 4.
Performance Spectrum
We first establish some basic notations for events and logs, and then introduce our model to describe the performance of any observable dynamic process over time.
Let A be a set of event classifiers; A is usually the set of activity names, but it may also be the set of resource names, or a set of locations. Let (T, ≤, +, ·, 0) be a totally ordered set (with addition +, multiplication ·, and 0) of timestamps, e.g., the rational numbers Q. An event e = (a, t) ∈ (A × T ) describes that observation a occurred at time t. A trace σ ∈ (A × T ) * is a finite sequence of related events. An event log L ∈ B((A × T ) * ) is a multi-set of traces. For σ = e 1 , . . . , e n , we write |σ| = n and σ i = e i , i = 1, . . . , n.
The goal of the performance spectrum is to visualize the performance of process steps over time. We call (a, b) ∈ A × A a process segment describing a step from activity a to activity b, hand-over of work from resource a to b or the movement of goods from location a to b. We first formalize the performance spectrum for a single process segment, and then lift this to views on a process.
Each occurrence of a segment (a, b) in a trace . . . , (a, t a ), (b, t b ), . . . allows to measure the time between occurrences of a and b. A histogram H = H(a, b, L) ∈ B(T ) describes how often all the time differences t b − t a between a and b have been observed in L. In contrast, the performance spectrum S(a, b, L) collects the actual time intervals (t a , t b ) observed in L. To aid recognition of patterns, we allow users to classify each interval (t a , t b ) wrt. other observations. The specific classification depends on the analysis at hand, for example, the actual duration t = t b − t a , or whether t = t b − t a is in the 25%-quartile of the histogram H, or other properties such as remaining time until case completion. Generally, a performance classification function C ∈ T ×T ×B((A×T ) * ) → C maps any interval (t a , t b ) into a class C(t a , t b , L) = c ∈ C. Fig. 1 classifies intervals based on the quartile of the duration in the histogram.
Definition 1 (Detailed performance spectrum). The performance spectrum of a segment (a, b) is the bag of all its observation intervals in a trace σ (in a log L): 
In Fig. 1 each line is colored based on the quartile of the duration t b − t a .
The detailed performance spectrum visualizes variability of durations in a segment across cases and time. To capture and visualize also the amount of cases of particular performance over time, we define an aggregate performance spectrum. We group segments into bins of a user-chosen period p depending on whether they start, stop, or are pending in a bin, and then aggregating the observations (t a , t b , c) in each bin wrt. their class c (for finitely many classes C), akin to relational algebra or SQL operations.
Definition 2 (Aggregated performance spectrum). Let S = S(a, b, L) be a detailed performance spectrum with finite performance classes C = {c 1 , . . . , c k }. Let period p ∈ T and grouping g ∈ {start, stop, pending}. The binning of S wrt. p and g is the sequence of multisets b 0 , b 1 , . . . such that for i = 0, 1, . . . holds
before the end of the bin, and ends after the start of the bin).
The aggregation of S wrt. p and g is the sequence agg
The aggregated performance spectrum of a segment (a, b) in a log L is then S C g,p (a, b, L) = agg g (S C (a, b, L), p). An aggregated performance spectrum A of one segment (a, b) can be visualized as a series of stacked bar-charts as shown in Fig. 7 where the k-th bar starts at x-coordinate k · p and has width p; the bottom-line of the series of bar-charts is at y-coordinate y b and the height of all bars is normalized wrt. y b − y a .
Visualizing the performance spectrum of multiple process segments on a 2D plane requires some compromises. As the x-axis of the plane is used for visualizing time, we can only visualize control-flow by mapping segments along the single dimension of the y-axis. This forces to visualize even alternative segments (a, b) and (b, c) in a sequential manner. To give the user control over this sequentialization we let a user specify the (sub-)trace variants Var that shall be mapped (one after the other) onto the y-axis as in Fig. 1(right) . The notion of a view provides all parameters for a performance spectrum.
is a set Var of (sub-)trace variants Var = {σ 0 , . . . , σ k } ⊆ A * , a performance classification C, a grouping g ∈ {start, stop, pending, none} and period p ∈ T . The segment sequence of variant σ i = a i 1 , a i 2 , . . . , a i n i ∈ Var is seg(σ i ) = (a i 1 , a i 2 ), . . . , (a i n i −1 , a i n i ) . The segment sequence of all variants Var is their concatenation, i.e., seg(Var) = seg(σ 1 )seg(σ 2 ) . . . seg(σ k ). Let L be a log, V = (Var, C, g, p) be a view. The performance spectrum of L wrt. V with g = none is the sequence of the detailed performance spectra along the segment sequence seg(Var):
For the visualization in Figure 1 , the segments seg(Var) are mapped to the y-axis in order of seg(Var) in equidistant steps for some length ydist: in the i-th segment (a i , b i ) = seg(Var) i , a i and b i get y-coordinates y a,i = i · ydist and y b,i = (i + 1) · ydist. By default any two consecutive segments touch at y b,i = y a,i+1 ; an extra gap can be added whenever b a. Figure 7 visualizes the view of an aggregate performance spectrum.
An optimal definition of Var for a given log is outside the scope of this paper, and we assume user input. Yet we identified some principles. There are two canonical trace variants Var for views on a log L. The minimal variant defines the most frequent variant in L, visualizing all its process segments consecutively. The maximal variant includes all individual observed process segments
in no specific order. Mapping segments consecutively along the y-axis allows to follow the flow of multiple cases over time as shown in Fig. 1(right) . Choices in a process can be handled by defining two alternative trace variants in the view; thereby segments (a, b) occurring multiple times in Var are replicated (with the entire performance spectrum), allowing to see the flow of the variant through this segment in the performance context of other variants. Handling loops and concurrency requires event log pre-processing. Loops can be unrolled through label refinement [9] in the log. In case of concurrency, analyzing the performance of segment (a, b) with Def. 1 requires filtering from the log all activities concurrent to a and b. In case studies with Vanderlande, Var max (L) in combination with a hierarchical naming scheme of events allowed to visually group and analyze related segments even in very complex processes (of 10000s of segments).
Performance Patterns
Performance spectra of processes may contain an overwhelming amount of information and are -for the untrained eye -more difficult to read and interpret than known visualizations. However processes with similar performance characteristics show similar patterns in their performance spectra, and vice versa, similar patterns mean similar performance characteristics. Such patterns introduce a higher abstraction level over 'plain' performance spectra, thereby aiding in description and analysis of performance. Next, we illustrate the idea of patterns in the performance spectrum distinguishing elementary and composite patterns. We provide a taxonomy of elementary patterns in Sect. 4.2. We discuss composite patterns in Sect. 4.3, but posit their systematization in future work.
Elementary Patterns
Intuitively, a performance pattern is a specific configuration of the lines and bars in a performance spectrum that (1) is visually distinct within a larger part of the spectrum,
(2) describes a particular performance scenario (of multiple cases over time), and (3) repeats when this scenario repeats. An elementary pattern relates to a single segment and cannot be broken down further without loss of its meaning. Patterns with such characteristics are typical for highly standardized automated activities with strict time constraints. Note that existing models describe the performance of this segment as "constant" delay of 60d.
We consider the pattern to be "elementary" in the sense that we cannot decompose it further without losing its key qualities: single segment, strict FIFO with constant time, workload is continuous and varying.
Taxonomy of Elementary Patterns
We observed a great variety of elementary patterns and combinations of patterns in the performance spectra of real-life processes (see Sect. 5). That makes it impossible to provide a comprehensive catalog. Nevertheless, we are able to provide a comprehensive taxonomy of parameters of elementary patterns. It allows us to completely and unambiguously describe performance of a process over time in a way that patterns that correspond to similar performance scenarios have identical descriptions and identical descriptions of patterns mean similar performance scenarios, while changing the value of any parameter in a pattern would mean a different performance scenario.
The taxonomy provides parameters to characterize the Shape of lines and bars in a process in a particular Scope over time; line density and bar height describe Workload while their color describes Performance. The parameter values form a hierarchy which is shown together with typical patterns having these characteristics in Fig. 3 . We provide a unique short-hand value [in brackets] for each parameter, to allow succinct notation of patterns.
Scope parameters capture the place of pattern in the performance spectrum. Performance is described in terms of the performance classes present in the pattern with respect to the classifier C of the view (Def. 3) chosen by the user.
classes presented: 1, > 1, number of classes, subset of classes -Classifiers: various, we discuss quartile-based [25%] (e.g., all observations belonging to the 26%-50% quartile), median-proportional [x·med] (e.g., all observations 2-3 times longer than the median duration)
In the visualization of the performance spectrum, classes are coded by colors. A monochrome pattern has 1 class presented while a multi-colored one has > 1 classes presented. Now we show how the taxonomy describes the elementary patterns E1-E3 found in the RF log and highlighted in Fig. 4(left) . Pattern E1 occurs in a single segment in local instances with a duration of 6 months, instances repeat regularly and overlap; the detailed pattern shows batching on end in a continuous workload for 4 performance classes in a quartile-based classifier. Using the short-hand notation, we write E1 = [Scope(seg,loc,reg,overlap,D=6mo), Shape(det,batch(e)), Work(cont), Perf(25%,4 classes)]. Similarly, we can characterize E2 = [Scope(seg,glob), Shape(det,FIFOconst), Work(sparse), Perf(25%,1 class)] and E3 = [Scope(seg,loc,reg,overlap,D=1mo), Shape(det,batch(s)), Wo(cont), Perf(25%,4 classes)].
In case of creating a catalog of elementary patterns, some additional information can be added to pattern descriptions: a unique identifier and name and a meaning depending on the domain and the chosen event classifier, e.g., resources in a business process, or physical locations of a material handling system.
Composite Patterns
In the previous sections, we described performance of single process segments through elementary patterns. However, the performance spectrum of real-life processes gives rise to composite patterns comprised of several elementary ones. While a full taxonomy is beyond the scope of this paper, we outline some basic principles for describing composite patterns by relating elementary patterns to each other in their context.
The context of a pattern P1 as shown in Fig. 5 (a) consists of (1) observations earlier and later than P1 in the same process segment, (2) observations before and after P1 in the control flow perspective, and (3) a distinct pattern P2 occurring simultaneously to P1 in the same segment. Using this context, the taxonomy can be extended with further parameters. For instance, observations before and after can be used to characterize performance of a pattern in context and the performance variants contained in the same timed period as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 4 (right) shows two instances of a composite pattern consisting of the elementary patterns E1, E2, and E3, described in Sec. 4.2. E1 and E3 align at a synchronization point SP, that shows synchronization of multiple cases in a "sand clock" pattern, while the cases in E2 do not synchronize with the cases in E1 or E3: we can clearly see 2 variants of behavior contained (E1+E3 and E2). The performance context of the composite pattern is diverse. The taxonomy of Fig. 3 and the new parameters of Fig. 5 only partially describe composite patterns. In particular, a comprehensive taxonomy for precisely describing the alignment of patterns to each other in their context is subject of future work.
PERFORMANCE IN CONTEXT

Evaluation
We implemented the transformation of logs into detailed and aggregated performance spectra and their visualization through an interactive ProM plug-in in package "Performance Spectrum". 4 We applied our implementation on 11 real-life event logs from business processes (BPI12, BPI14, BPI15(1-5), BPI17, Hospital Billing, RF) 5 and on 1 real-life log from logistics (BHS) provided by Vanderlande. We illustrate how the performance spectrum provides detailed insights into performance for RF; for BHS we report on a case study for identifying performance problems; and we summarize performance characteristics of the 11 business process logs.
Road Traffic Fine Management Process (RF)
Event log and view The RF event log consists of 11 activities, more than 150.000 cases and 550.000 events over a period of 12 years. We analyze the 3 trace variants R1-R3 of Fig. 6 , which cover > 80% of the events in the log, by defining a view for the sub-sequences { Create Fine, Payment , Create Fine, Send Fine, Insert Fine Notif., Add penalty, Payment , Add penalty, Send for CC } and quartile-based performance classes. First, we discuss the detailed patterns P1-P5 that can be observed in the performance spectrum of a 2-years period in Fig. 6 which represents behavior typical for the entire 12-years period. All cases start from activity Create Fine and continue either with activity Payment (variant R1) or activity Send Fine (R2 and R3).
P1: Segment S1 Create Fine:Payment globally contains many traces of variable duration, which are continuously distributed over time and can overtake each other, i.e., P1 = [Scope(seg,glob), Shape(det,unord), Work(cont), Perf(25%,4 classes)]. We can clearly observe that traffic offenders pay at various speeds.
P2: The performance spectrum of Fig. 6 shows that the sub-trace Create Fine, Send Fine Insert Fine notification shared by R2 and R3 contains the composite pattern P2 which we already discussed in Sect. 4.3. P2 consists of two different performance variants. The "sand clock" pattern of E1+E3 of Sect. 4.1 shows that cases are accumulated over a period of 6 months; the period until Insert fine notification varies from zero up to 4 months. Cases in pattern E2 of Sect. 4.1 are not synchronized but processed instantly.
P3: The two variants E1+E3 and E2 vanish in the next segment S3 Insert Fine Notif.:Add penalty where all cases show a strong FIFO behavior: P3 = [Scope(seg,glob), Shape(det,FIFO-const), Work(cont), Perf(25%,2 classes)]; the switch from CEST to CET in October shows as a slower performance class in Fig. 6 . After Add penalty, R2 continues with Payment (S5 in Fig. 6 ) and R3 continues with send for CC (S6 in Fig. 6 ).
P4: On segment S5 Add penalty:Payment we surprisingly observe emergent batching on start despite the absence of batching on end in the preceding segment S4. The "sand-clock" batching in P2 results in groups of "fast" cases which are forwarded by the FIFO pattern P3 and together create a new batching on start pattern P4 (similar to E2) in segment S5 that can take months to years to complete the Payment.
P5: The alternative segment S6 Add penalty:Send for CC shows batching on end every 12 months for cases that entered the batch 20 to 6 months prior: P5 = [Scope(seg,loc,per= 12mo,D=20mo), Shape(det,batch(e)), Work(cont), Perf(25%,4 classes)]. The 6-month delay revealed by P5 is mandated by Italian law. A unique pattern for this process occurs in segment Add Penalty:Send Appeal to Prefecture in Fig. 7(b) where a batch on end pattern occurs only once with a duration of 10 years.
Aggregated patterns are shown in Fig. 7(a) , where every bar shows how many segments start every month. Here we can see patterns related to workload, for example, in the first (0)]. This gap pattern propagates to subsequent segments creating a composite pattern surrounded by context with much higher load. Fig. 7 (a) also reveals concept drift in the control-flow perspective: the medium non-zero workload in segments Insert Fine Notification:Payment and Payment:Add penalty drops to 0 in 2007 (up to some outliers).
Baggage Handling System of a Major European Airport (BHS)
Event Log and View In this case study, we analyzed flows of bags through a Vanderlandebuilt baggage handling system (BHS). In the event log, each case corresponds to one bag, events are recorded when bags pass sensors on conveyors, and activity names describe locations of sensors in the system. For 1 day of operations, an event log contains on average 850 activities, 25.000-50.000 cases and 1-2 million events. To provide examples of the BHS performance spectrum and patterns, we selected conveyor subsequence a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, s that moves bags from Check-In counter a1 to a main sorter entry point s. Cases starting in a1 correspond to the BHS registering that a passenger put a bag onto the belt of the Check-In counter. We chose this particular part because (1) any BHS has such paths and (2) it shows many typical performance patterns of a BHS. The diagram of the corresponding system part in Fig. 8 shows that more bags join from other Check-In counters on the way in points a2-5. We first discuss elementary detailed patterns in the performance spectrum and then show how their compositions explain complex system behavior.
The detailed performance spectrum in Fig. 9 shows events over the period of 1 hour in a median-proportional performance classification. In the first segment S1 a1:a2 we can observe pattern P1 (FIFO, constant waiting time, variable workload, normal performance) and P2 (batching on start and end with very slow performance). Empty zone Z1 shows zero workload. In BHS, FIFO behavior is typical for conveyors, where bags cannot overtake each other, and variable workload is typical for manual operations: a counter's arrival process depends on a passenger flow and their service times, which vary from passenger to passenger. Despite conveyors having constant speed S1 shows not only P1 but also P2 and Z1: some conveyors were temporarily stopped and all bags on them 'share' the same delay, as in P2. By looking at S1 alone, we cannot explain causes of the delays in those pattern instances. But as segments in a BHS are synchronized through movement of physical objects on conveyors, we can identify the cause by following the control-flow of Fig. 8 . After P4 in S2 we observe Z1 in S3 and S4, both having non-zero workload earlier (P3) and later (P3,P6), followed by non-zero workload P5 in S5 (FIFO, constant waiting time, high workload, normal performance). This gives rise to pattern L and its context highlighted in Fig. 9 . Reading pattern L from S4 backwards gives the following interpretation: the conveyors in S3 and/or S4 stopped operation, so bags from S2 could not move further to S3. When S2 was stopped, S1 also was stopped (point Y), because bags could not enter S2. The slow cases of P2 and P4 are the bags waiting on a stopped conveyor. This is called a die-back scenario, where delays or non-operation (in S3,S4) propagate backwards through the system. When S3 and S4 return to operations, waiting bags of S1 and S2 (and from other parts that are not included in Fig. 9 ) resume their movement. The two times slower performance in P6 shows that S2 and S3 are at their capacity limits in this restart phase until all workload decreased. Figure 9 shows that Pattern L repeats regularly during the day.
Using the same reasoning as explained above, we identified the root cause of critical performance problems in the BHS of a large European airport which could not be identified with existing process mining tools. Our analysis took one week and was confirmed as correct by experts of Vanderlande who required several weeks of manual data analysis and years-long experience to identify the root cause.
Comparison of Event Logs
We compared the 11 real-life business process event logs regarding the types of performance patterns they contain. We visualized the performance spectrum of each log and noted the properties of the immediately visible patterns (in terms of the taxonomy of Sect. 4.2), see https://github.com/vadimmidavvv/psm for details. Table 1 shows the results. We identified combined patterns of unordered behavior with low and high workload; detailed patterns of FIFO behavior, also overlaid with an unordered variant, FIFO+unord, and occurring only Mon-Sat, FIFO(weekly), and various forms of batching. The aggregate patterns showed workload spikes, concept drift, and sparse work. Table 1 indicate for each log the occurrence and repetition values of the patterns according to the taxonomy of Fig. 3 . The logs differ strongly in the presence and repetition of patterns, indicating that very different performance scenarios occur in these processes. Interestingly, the BPI15 logs which all relate to the same kind of process that is being executed in different organizations all show very similar patterns: glob* for sparse work means that sparse work co-occurs globally in a synchronized way: a large number of segments show behavior during exactly the same days.
The cells in
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the performance spectrum as a novel visualization of process performance data in event logs. We project each process step (from one activity to the next) in a log over time. By making time explicit and avoiding aggregation, the performance spectrum reveals non-stationarity of performance and synchronization of different cases over time. We provided a taxonomy to isolate and describe various performance phenomena in terms of distinct elementary and composite patterns. Applying the technique on 12 real-life event logs validated its usefulness in exploration of data for identifying expected and unusual performance patterns and in confirming that process performance is neither stationary nor are cases isolated from each other. Future research is to automatically identify performance patterns from event logs and annotating process models with identified patterns. We believe the insights obtained through visual analysis to be useful in further research on performance prediction: improve queueing-based predictions based on FIFO-related patterns, aid discovery and identification of batching activities, aid in developing improved prediction models, simulation models, and prescriptive models that incorporate insights on non-stationary, or cross-case conformance checking of performance models. The identified patterns suggest also the need for performance-based filtering and sorting of event data.
Our technique is currently limited by the fact that process logic has to be flattened into sequences along the y-axis of the visualization, lack of support for concurrency and choices, and the very large variety of composite patterns cannot be described well by our taxonomy. Future work comprises the extension of the taxonomy, enhancement of process models with performance patterns, identifying "optimal" views for a particular analysis questions, and improved visualizations to handle concurrency and choices.
